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Abstract-A
general analysis of ionospheric conditions has been made in the light of possible
Data obtained on various parameters,
ionic reactions occurring in the upper atmosphere.
such as ionic production and recombination, show that precise knowledge of the spectral
~s~bution
of solar radiation is needed and that other experimental dete~inations
on
dissociative recombinations are required.
The ionic complexity of the ionosphere is underlined by describing how the atomic ions
0+ and N+ react with N,, O8 and NO molecules.
The behavior of the molecular ions Ne+,
O,+and NO+depends on a group of simultaneous processes involving charge transfers and ionatom interchanges which are more irn~~nt
than dissociative combination.
The altitude
distribution of ions is exempliied by discussing the relative importance of various loss coetIlcients in the D-, E-and &regions. It is seen that molecular nitrogen ions are subject to important
charge transfer processes, that nitric oxide ions are always final products destroyed only by dissociative recombination.
Additionally, the entire production of atomic oxygen ions is related
to the photoioni~tion
of molecular nitrogen. Some information is also given on possible
anomalies in the ratio of OS+ and NO+ densities in the lower ionosphere. From the lack
of sufficient experimental information on ionic processes it is shown that a precise analysis
of ionospheric behavior remains highly speculative.

1.~RODU~ON

The problem of the interpretation of the physics of the ionosphere is in a state of confusion. Increasing knowledge of the solar spectrum in the far ultraviolet has, apparently,
not as yet lead to a consistent picture of photoionization processes in the ionosphere.
While Hinteregger and Watanabe (l) have determined a certain distribution of the number of
photons available at the top of the ionosphere, Ivanov-Kholodny(2) has adopted another
distribution. The data of Table 1 between 900 and 30 A show that the difference is important. It is clea: that for 2 < 800 A, the number of photons used by Ivanov-Kholodny is
ten times that obtained by Hinteregger and Watanabe. Nevertheless, Norton, Van Zandt
and Denison@) using the spectral distribution given by Hall, Damon and Hintereggerf4), and
Ivanov-Kholodny(2) claim that they have satisfactorily interpreted the ionospheric structure.
It is difficult to understand how it is possible to make such divergent interpre~tions of
optional ionospheric behavior even allowing for variation of the far ultraviolet spectrum
with solar activity. Analysis of the solar spectrum in the region of jl > 800 by Detweiler,
Garrett, Purcell and Tousey(5) and by Zirin, Hall and Hinteregger(6) shows consistent
results. In the spectral region of 2 < 800, Table 1 indicates a difference of a factor of 10
which will affect the ionization of all thermospheric constituents, namely N,, O2 and 0.
Such a variation cannot exist in the whole ultraviolet spectrum of wavelengths il 2 8OOA,
even for the maximum-to-minimum variation of the solar cycle.
* Presented at the Fourth International Space Science Symposium of COSPAR,
t Centre National de Recherches de l’Espace, 3 Avenue Circulaire, Bruxelles 18.
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TABLE 1. NUMBEROF PHOTONS
(cm-%zl)
AVAILABLE AT THE TOP OFTHEEARTH’sATMOSPHERE ACCORDING TO ~~ER~~ER-WATANABE (H-W) AND IVANOV-KHOLODNY
(I-K)
g-w,

9.5
910-850
x 108

2.5
850-800
x IO@

5.0
800-700
x 100

4.7 x
700-500
loo photons
A

(I-K)

5.0 x 109

2.1 x 108

4.4 x 10’0

3.2 x 1O’Ophotons

g-w,

5.9
600-500
x lo*

2.4
500-400
x lo*

7.2
4OG300
x iO*

3.1 x300-230
fOe photons
,&

(I-K)

4.9 x 10”

3-o x 10’0

9-6 x 10”’

5.3 x lOlo photons

g-w,

3.3
230-170
x 10s

3.5
170-llr
x 100

2.4
110-80
x 108

1.8806-O
x 108

1.6 x60-30
108 photons
8,

(I-K)

2.4 x lOlo

5.7 x lOa

2.24 x lOa

1.1 x 109

S-4 x 108 photons

On the other hand, Hinteregger(‘), and Norton et ~1.‘~)consider an atmospheric model
with an atomic oxygen concentration which is not less than four times the molecular oxygen
concentration at 110 km and not less than the molecular nitrogen concentration at 130 km.
Denison and Van Zandtt3) claim that Nicolet’s model(*) is inconsistent with the data of
Hall et CZ~.@)
This deduction by Hintereggerc7’ and Norton et al.(s) is based essentially on the
behavior cf two solar lines, namely Lr at 972 A and Si III at 1206 A in the wing of Lyman-or.
However, such a deduction can be n.odif?ed if the laboratory measurements of the absorption
cross-sections are not adapted to the atmospheric absorption, As an example, the vertical
distribution of solar photons fcr Lyman-y at 972537 A for an absorption cross-section of
the order of 1 x lo-l6 cm2 using Nicolet’s model fits the vertical distribution deduced by
Hall et &.(4) An N, band with a head at 972.2 A, which is shaded toward longer wavelengths, has more than 10 rotational lines in a narrow spectral range with~~(l~ = 973.98
A. The absorption cross-section depends on the distribution of the rotational lines between 972 A and 974 A and a high resolution spectrum is needed to determine the exact
absorption cross-section of I 972537 A. It cannot be claimed that the cross-section is
1 x lo-l6 cm2 or 3 x 10-l* cma without a special analysis of laboratory and atmospheric
conditions. It is evident that an observation of solar Ly free from atmospheric abso~tion
is required to make a correct measurement of the exact photon flux at the top of the Earth’s
atmosphere.
Hinteregger’s data (‘1 show several anomalies. The ratio n(N2)/n(O& decreases from a
factor of 10 at 120 km to 4 and 2.5 at 130 km and 150 km; respectively. The ratio n(O)/
n(O.& decreases from about 15 between 110 and 120 km to 10 at 130 km and 140 km. The
normal behavior for such ratios is to in~rease~with height. Fu~hermore, it should be noted
that Hinteregger gives the ratio ~(N~/~(O) equal to only O-4 at 130 km while the ratio
n(O)/n(O,) reaches at least 15 between 110 km and 120 km. On the other hand Denison and
Van Zandt@) using the same observational data adopt the following ratios: n(O)/n(OJ = 4
at 110 km, 9 at 120 km and about 15 at 130 km where n(O) almost reaches the concentration
of n(NJ.
Ratios such as ~(~)~~(~~ > 1 at 125 km do not agree with mass spectrometric measurements made in the U.S.A. (cf. Townrend fS), Szhaefer(l”)) and in the U.S.S.R. (cf. Pokhunkovo”).
Furthermore, an observation made by Schaefer shows that n(O)/l;(Oz) = 1
near 118 km and not more than 3 at 130 km.
The description of the daytime ionospheric regions as given by Norton et aLt3) or by
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Ivanov-Kholodny’2’ cannot be used for night-time conditions without the addition of
d2) have introduced the ionization effect
another process. Antonova and I~a~ov-~olodny
of electrons. The flux in the ionosphere should be at least of the order of 1 erg cm-s se&
for electrons of energy between 100 eV and 10 keV, i.e. at least of the order of 5 x I08
electrons cm-2 se+ for an energy of 200 eV. In other words, Ivanov-Kholodny, after
introducing a high ionization rate for daytime conditions, is obliged to consider a high
renomination rate to obtain the observed electron con~entra~ons. When a large recombination rate is used for night-time conditions it would destroy the FXayer and a corpuscular flux is postulated to maintain a nocturnal ionosphere. However, such an electron flux
would excite the night airglow spectrum in such a way that aurora1 emissions should occur;
in particular the first negative system, and the first positive system of nitrogen. Since these
emissions are not observed it can be concluded, as Galperin(231 has shown, that the normal
corpuscular flux is very small, It is practically negligible compared with the ultraviolet flux,
which is certainly greater than 1 erg cm-% see-l, and is ~signi~~nt compared with the
15 ergs claimed by Ivanov-~bolodny as the normal ultraviolet flux of 1= 900 A.
A recent analysis shows how a corpuscular flux must be considered. At mid-latitudes
over North America, O’Brien (u) has measured, at 1000 km, a flux of precipitated electrons
of 103 and lo* crne2 se& for energies 240 keV. His discussion on the airglow excitation
indicates that the normal fluxes are between 1W and 10” ergs cm-2 see-l for 1keV electrons.
It is possible that some anomaly could be detected as shown recently by Gledhill and Van
Rooyen(l”) using O’3rien’s data(**).
The airglow data suggest various limits for the electron flux. An emission of the green
line of atomic oxygen above 300 km, equal to the intensity of that of the normal airglow and
due to the excitation of electrons of about 10 eV energy, would correspond to a flux of 10ro
electrons cme2 se&. An electron flux in the energy range 50-500 eV, i.e. less than 1 keV,
cannot be more than IO7 electrons ernm2see-r since it would lead to such an excitation of
N2+ bands which are not observed in the airgfow, Furthermore, the second positive system
of nitrogen, which is likewise not observed in the airglow, requires the same limiting conditions for the electron flux. Therefore, the ionization rate coefficient for corpuscular
radiation cannot be greater than lo-% se&, i.e. it is always less than WP the photoion~tiou
rate ooeficient. Since there is no possibility of finding a permanent electron flux in the
night-time ionosphere greater than 0.1 erg cm-2 se+, it must be concluded that the totaf
ionization production by corpuscular radiation cannot attain, in the whole ionosphere (for
normal conditions outside of the aurora1 zone), one hundredth of that produced by photoionization.
Finally, the number of atmospheric models used to explain upper-atmosphere behavior
has added to the confusion and leads to other difhculties. Consequently, before trying to
clarify the general probIem, an attempt is made to show the complexity of the problem of
ionospheric reactions and the difficulty of deducing a correct explanation of the ionosphere
without an exact knowledge of the various physical parameters involved.
2. -

ION REACTIONS

Starting from the observatianal knowledge of the inosphere, the following positive ions
must be considered: H+, He+, N+, N2+, O+, 02+, NO+, Mg+, Ca+, . . . etc. Further, it
should be noted that metahic ions are not present in the whole ionosphere, H+ and He+
occur in the upper part of the ionosphere above the f;2-peak, O$, NO+ and Of are the
essential ionic constituents of the D-, E- and Regions and Nz+ and N+ are minor ions with
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maximum concentrations in the F-region. Thus, O+, NC, NO+, O,+ and Ns+ must be
considered as the basic ions which are involved in the various reactions,
The predominant ion in the F-region, O+, is subject to the following ion-atom interchange reactions :
(~1); 0+(4S) + NsW) -+ NOf(lX) + N(4S) + 1.12 eV
(1)
(?a); O+(“S) + OA3C) -+ Os+(*II) + O(3P) + 154 eV

(2)

(y3); c>+((lS)+ NO(211) -+ NOf(?S) + OrP) + 4.37 eV

(3)

(ye); 0+(4S) + NO(Yi) -+ 0,+(211) + N(4S) + O-15eV.

(4)

The following charge transfer process must be added to reactions (1) to (4):
(&;

0+(4S) + O,CH) -+ O,+(W) + 0(3P) + 1.54 eV.

(5)

Since there is no practical way to distinguish between (2) and (5), process (5) will be ignored
in the analysis. Similarly, a charge transfer process between O+ and NO is equivalent to
reaction (3).
The rate coef$cients of the ion-atom interchange reactions (1) to (4) are not well known.
The rate of (2) has been measured by Dickinson and Sayerso@, Langstroth and Hastedo’)
and Fite, Rutherford, Snow and Van Lint us). The following values have been obtained:
yz 2 1 x 10-l” cm3 sec+ls)
ya = (2.5 f 0.4) x lo-l1 cm3 sec-lu6)
ys = (1.8 & 0.2) x lo-l2 cm3 sec-l(17).
From ionospheric observations, values between lO-Bcm3 see-l and 10-12cma see-l have been
used to explain recombination and ionic composition; Hertzberg(
y = 1O-s cm3 se&;
Danilov(20), y = lo-lo cm3 se&; Norton, Van Zandt and Denisont3’, ys = 5 x lo-l1
cm3 set -l; Bates and Nicolet(21), y = lo-l2 cm3 set-I.
Langstroth and Hasted (17)have measured, for reaction (l), y1 = (4.7 rrt 0.5) x IO-l2
cm3 set-l. But before this recent experimental determination a high value of the order of
10-s cm3 see-r was given by Potter (22)and aratecoefficient of the order of lO-‘Ocm3 set-l has
been used in the study of the ionosphere by Krassovsky (%I. The recent experimental analysis
of Talrose, Markin and Larin(24) seems, however, to agree with a lower rate coefficient, i.e.
y1 < 6.75 x lo-l2 cm3 set-l. Various values have been used in the analysis of the ionospheric observations such as lOWacm3 set-l by Hertzberg(
lo-lo cm3 set-l by Danilov(2s)
1 x lo-l2 cm3 se& by Norton, Van Zandt and Denison t3)and of the order of lo-l3 cm3 seeA
by Bates and Nicolet(21).
Several reactions involving O,+ lead to NO+, and particularly,
(ye); 02+(211) + N(*S) -+ NO+(%) + 0(3P) + 4.22 eV
(y,); 02+(211) + N2(lX) + NO+(G) + N0(2H) + 0.87 eV.

(6)

(7)
This last reaction, according to Fite et aZ.(l*),is very slow compared with the charge transfer
process or ion-atom interchange reaction O,+ + NO -+ 0, + NO+. However, in the
atmosphere, since n(N,) > n(NO), (7) cannot be neglected even if the rate coefficient of the
transfer process with NO is large. Reaction (6) cannot be rejected since its rate coefficient
ys, may be much greater than y7 and also because in the 100 km region, where n(N) is the
most important fraction of the n(N,), its effect could modify the ratio n+(O,)/n+(NO).
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The processes affecting Na+ involve charge transfer processes and ion-atom interchange
reactions :
(y8); N2+12X) + OCP) + 0+(4S) + N2(%) + 1.96 eV
(8)
(rJ;

N2+(“C) + O,CX> -

(~3;

02+(211) + N2(lX) + 350 eV

N2+(2C) + N(4S) + N+CP) + N2(lX) + 1.03 eV

(Yu); N+CP) + NO(2Q + N2+(2X) + OCP) + 2.22 eV.

(9)
(10)
(11)

Finally, ion-atom interchange reactions in which N+ and ON+ are involved must be
considered by taking into account that the lower state of ON+ is the excited state 311 of the
normal ion NO+.
b’d;

NO+) + 0(3P) + [6*69 - E(sII)]eV

(12)

+ O(‘P) + [5*30 - EeQ]eV

(13)

N2+(2X) + OCP) -+ 0N+(311, NO+) + N(4S) + [3*08 - E(YI)]eV

(14)

N+CP)

+

o2Cn>

+

ON+W,

(Ydi N+C3P>
+ NW2n)+ ON+cn,
(~7:);

(rib>; N2+(“X>+ 02CX> -

NO+)

ON+CII, NO+) + N0(211) + [4+47- E(%)]eV.

(15)

Reactions which may occur in the ionosphere require that the excitation energy E(311)
is less than the energy balance. Thus, reaction (14) must be rejected since E(311) is more than
3 eV, for example E(311) = 4.6 eV (26). However, Norton, Van Zandt and DenisorG3) have
considered reaction (14) as very important in the ionosphere since they have adopted for the
rate coefficient yr4 = 2 x lo-l1 cm3 set-l, i.e. more than the value of y1 for which they take
1 x IO-l2 cm3 see-I. This is based on the erroneous assumption that reaction (14) does not
involve an excited electronic level of NO+. It should be pointed out that the charge transfer
(N+ + NO --+ NO+ + N) is equivalent in the ion produced to reaction (13), but is different
from reaction (11).
The reaction energies derived in (1) to (15) correspond to the following dissociation and
ionization potentials.
Dissociation of ionized molecules :
02+, 6.66 eV

N2+, 8.73 eV

NO+, IO-88 eV.

Dissociation of neutral molecules :
O,, 5.12 eV

N,, 9.76 eV

NO, 6.51 eV.

N,, 15.58 eV

NO, 9.25 eV.

N, 14.55 eV

H, 13.60 eV.

Ionization of neutral molecules :
O,, 12.08 eV
Ionization of neutral atoms:
0, 13.62 eV
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PROCESSES

Reactions (1) to (13) must be used with the photo-ionization and recombina~on rates
to write equations for electron and ion concentrations. The following, ionization processes
are considered :
I(Ns); N, + hv(l < 796 A) ---zNs+ + e
(16)
I,(N); NZ + hv(l < 510&-N

(17)

I(N); N + hv(l < 852A)-+N++e

(18)

I(0);

(19)

I(0,);
Photoionization

+ N+ + e

0 + hr(jl < 910 A) + O+ + e
0, + hv(l < 1026 A)+- O,+ -I- e.

(20)

of NO is essentially due to Lyman-b: radiation at 1216 A:
I(N0);

NO + hv(it = 1216 A) -+ NO+ + e

(21)

Absorption cross-sections and atmospheric densities are known with sufficient precision
as far as the order of magnitude is concerned. Consequently it is possible to state that the
following ionization processes occur :
(i) D-region
(a) Ionization of nitric oxide by Lyman-g, since O,, Ns and 0 cannot be photoionized
by A 1216.7 A. Other constituents such as Na (iz < 2412 A), Ca (A < 2071 A),
CH, (A < 1260 A), C (A < llOO& can be photoionized by radiations which are
unable to ionize 0,.
(b) Ionization by X-rays of 1 < 10 A, i.e. with absorption cross-sections less than 10-ls
cm*. It is known from rocket and satellite measurements that the Lyman-a flux is
between 3 and 6 ergs cm-z see-r while the X-ray flux is extremely variable with solar
conditions. From 2-8 A the minimum-to-ma~mum variation is a factor of several
hundred (see a recent review by Friedmanr2’)).
(c) Ionization by cosmic rays which is effective in the lower D-region where Lyman-a
cannot penetrate and where X-rays of A < 2 A are not important particularly
during solar quiet conditions.
An exact analysis of the ioni~tion problem in the D-region requires the determination
of the separate effects of the three ionizing sources. In fact, it is necessary to compare the
ionizing effect of the stable sources Lyman-a and cosmic rays compared with the extremely
varying source represented by X-rays. Such an analysis has been made by Nicolet and
AikirQ2s) who considered various X-ray fluxes according to data obtained by the Naval
Research Laboratory over an interval of several years with Lyman-a and cosmic ray
ionization processes introduced by Nicolet(2s~3~).
The ionization rate coefficient of cosmic rays is between (Cp being the geomagnetic
latitude)
I( 0 2 0’) 2 lo-l8 set-l and I(@ I 50’) s; 10-l’ se&,
i.e. with the following values: @ = O”, 1.25 x lo-l8 set-I, CD= 30”, 2 x lC)-ls set-l,
@ = 40°, 4.5 x 10-l* see-l, tft = 50”, 1 x lo-l7 set-l and cf, = 60”, 1~25 x lo-l7 see-l.
It is clear that X-rays off, 5 2 A emitted during completely quiet conditions cannot lead
to an ionization rate coefficient of the order of lO-18 se&. On the other hand, since the
ionization rate coefficient of nitric oxide by Lyman-a reaches values of the order of
I(N0) = 5 x lo-’ see-l,
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a small ratio n(NO)/n(O,) = lo-lo leads to an electron production of the same order as the
X-ray production under quiet solar conditions. Thus, disturbed solar conditions, and
particularly solar flare conditions, produce a D-region due to X-ray radiation.
(ii) E-region
(a) Ionization of molecular oxygen by ultraviolet radiation of 1 > 910 A, particularly
by monochromatic radiations such as Lyman-b at 1025 A, i.e. with absorption crosssections between lo-l9 cm-a and 10-18cm-2. In addition, ionization of atomic oxygen
by radiation of I < 910 A and, particularly, by the chromospheric Lyman continuum
which can penetrate into the E-layer via the windows of molecular nitrogen absorption.
Variation with the solar cycle of these ultraviolet radiations should be less than
a factor of two.
(b) Ionization by X-rays of A > 10 A and particularly by radiation in the spectral range
30 < 1 < 100 A. The minimum-to-maximum solar cycle variation is approximately
sevenfold’27).
(c) Ionization of meteor atoms with low ionization potentials, introduced by Nicolet(31),
to explain nocturnal conditions in the E-layer, and recently observed by Istomin(32).
An exact analysis of the ionization production problem in the E-region still requires the
determination of the separate effects of the three ionizing sources. The stable source
represented by ultraviolet radiations will have its maximum ionization effect under quiet
solar conditions and, particularly, during the minimum of the solar cycle. X-ray action will
vary with solar activity and will become predominant during disturbed solar conditions.
Considering that the ionization rate coefficient of 0, at zero optical depth is not less than
10-s se+, it is clear that an X-ray flux varying from 0.15 to 1 erg crnb2 set-l for an average
wavelength of 50 A leads to an electron production from less than to greater than the ultraviolet production of 0 2+. To be consistent with solar data the ratio of electron production
by ultraviolet radiations (O,+, 0+) and by X-rays (N2+, 02+, O+) must decrease with increasing solar activity, but at no time may one ionization process be neglected in comparison
with the other. In any case, the X-ray action must explain the behavior of the E-layer
during the entire solar cycle.
(iii) F-region
(a) Ionization of molecular nitrogen for il < 796 A with absorption cross-section
greater than 10-l’ cm2.
(b) Ionization of atomic oxygen for A < 796 A subject to the absorption of molecular
nitrogen.
(c) Ionization of atomic oxygen for il < 800 8, with different absorption cross-sections
for its different ionization potentials at 910 A, 732 A and 665 A.
An exact analysis of the ionization problem in the F-region requires a simultaneous knowledge of the energy of solar emissions and of the absorption cross-sections of 0, N, and 0,.
In particular, the penetration of monochromatic solar radiations between the E- and
Fl-peaks must be known in order to determine the exact behavior of the electron production.
Considering that variations of solar activity will affect chromospheric and coronal lines
differently, it is difficult to predict the exact height-distribution of electron production;
for example, the variation of line intensity in the spectrum should be more important for the
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shortest wavelengths than for the Lyman continuum. However, it appears that N, and 0
ionizations will be subject to almost the same variations, and that the minimum-to-maximum
variation during a solar cycle should not be greater than fourfold.
4. ELECTRON RECOMBINATION
The various processes (1) to (15) represent the most important ionospheric reactions in
which nitrogen and oxygen positive ions are involved. The processes (16) to (21) correspond
to photoio~~tion
of these constituents. It should be kept in mind that similar ionization
processes produce metallic ions and also light ions such as He+ and H+. Consequently, the
first recombination process to be considered is radiative recombination, such as X+
(or XY+) + e + X(or XY) + hv. Since the recombination coefficient is always between
1 x 10-12 and 5 x lo-l2 cm8 set-l in the ionosphere(%), radiative recombination is neglected
compared with other processes affecting ions. Three-body electronic or ionic recombination
processes are also neglected since they cannot play a role in the normal ionosphere.
The essential recombination process in the ionosphere is Bates’ process of neutralization
due to the dissociation of a molecular ion as follows :
XY++eSXY*+X*+Y*

(the * indicating possible exci~tion). Dissociative r~ombination occurs(39) as “a result of a
radiationless transition to some state of the molecule in which the constituents move apart
and gain kinetic energy under the action of their mutual repulsion so that the neutralization
is rendered permanent by virtue of the Franck-Condon principle”. It is clear from theoretical
analysis that it is practically impossible to predict the temperature variation of the dissociative r~ombination coefficient, a. Furthermore, since the dissociation depends on the
presence of a repulsive curve the absolute values of a should be different for different
molecules. In other words, if values of tc between 1W and lWQ cm3 se& and variations
with temperatures such as !P*@‘j are assumed, they do not contradict theoretical considerations. The problem is quite complicated since there is no simple law establishing the
variation of the repulsive curves of molecules. Consequently, the absolute value of c( and
its dependence on T must be found ex~rimentally.
The principal dissociative recombination processes which occur in the ionosphere are:
a(OJ;
a(N0);

4&J;

02++e+O+0

(22)

NO++e+N+O

(23)

N,++e+-N+N.

(24)

Various experimental determinations of the recombination coefficients of these three ions
exist, but it is difficult to adopt a correct value for ionospheric purposes. The determinations
of a(N~ at room temperature, after 1958, give 4 x I&’ cm5 sec-nW) and (5.9 rt 1) x IO-’
cm3 se+%), corrected more recently to 3 x lo-’ cm3 set-l. At high temperatures, there
is an indication given by Sayers ~1 for 3200°K a(N2) = 1.1 x 10e7 cm3 se&, and by
Mentzoni, Montgomery and ROW for 725”K, a(N,) = 6-l x 1O-8 cm3 se&. Consequently, a(N,) is not known from laboratory measurements with sufficient precision for
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ionospheric purposes. However, a conclusion should be that cr(N,) > lo-’ cm3 se& for the
lower ionosphere, and no exact value can be obtained for the upper ionosphere since the
temperature variation is not known.
The recent determination of ~(0,) by Kasner, Rogers and BiondY leading to 3.8 f
1 x 10-T cm3 se& has been corrected to 1.7 x lo--’ cm3 se& (private communication)
indicating that there seems to be no important difference between a(0,) and cr(Na) at room
temperature. At high temperatures the value obtained by Sayers(36), a(0,) = 4 x 10e8 cm3
se& at 2500”K, seems to indicate a rapid decrease of a(O& with temperature.
Laboratory data on a(N0) follow a pattern similar to those for a(N2) and a(O&.
Extremely high values such as a(N0) = 1.3 x lOA were recently obtained by Gunton and
Inno@, as were obtained in the 1950’s (before 1958) for N,, and values between 4 x lo-’
and 2 x lo-6 cm3 se& by Doering and Mahan (ss). For a high temperature of about 5000”K,
Lin@“) gave a(N0) = 1O-g cm3 set-l. Syverson et LZ~.(*~)
published a value of a(N0) =
1.3 x lo-’ cm3 set-l at 3000°K. Thus, the temperature dependence of the coefficient is
unknown.
In such circumstances it is clear that it is not possible to argue for or against any value
adopted for ionospheric conditions. This points to the complexity of the determination of
an ionospheric recombination coefficient depending on the recombination of several ions.
Nicolet and Aikinf2*) adopted a(Na) = 5 x IO--’cm3 se+, a(0,) = 3 x 10-s cm3 set-l and
a(N0) = 3 x 1O-gcm3 se& for their D-region analysis to show how ionization is affected
when various constituents are involved. However, while extreme values for N2 and NO still
remain a possibility, any value of the order of lo-’ cm3 see-l would not change the situation
since ionic recombination and negative ions are involved.
On the other hand, Whitten and Popoff (42) have attempted to interpret the behavior
of the D-region during ionospheric disturbances by an ionospheric coefficient between
4 x lo-’ cm3 set-l and 4 x 10-s cm3 se&.
However, they claimed(43) that the D-region
ionization can be interpreted, even during quiescent solar conditions, by X-ray radiations.
Such an evaluation of the ionospheric behavior in the D-region indicates that an uncertainty
of a factor of ten in the recombination coefficient still remains a possibility when X-ray
energies are not properly related to solar conditions. Thus, any value of a from lo-’ to
lo-* cm3 set-l used for D-region conditions cannot be contradicted. In fact IvanovKholodny(2’ adopted a = 3 X lo-’ v”?%$@ cm3 se& for all recombination coefficients.
Norton et u/.(~) have adopted different values : a(NJ = 4 x 1O-7(3OO/Z’)
cm3 se+, a(0,) =
2 x 10-7 (300/T) cm3 secl and a(N0) = 6.7 x 1O-8(300/T) cm3 see-l, i.e. a variation of a
factor of 6 between a(N,) and a(N0). The values adopted by Ivanov-Kholodny and Norton
et al., demonstrate that one may estimate the absolute value of a recombination and its
variation with temperature. Obviously a temperature dependence is introduced in order
to follow ionospheric observations, but a coefficient varying with T1*0’5 leads to very
different values in the Player.
An analysis of ionospheric observations, such as diurnal variations or solar eclipse
measurements, lead to different conclusions with recombination coefficients as low as 1O-s
cm3 set-l and greater than IO--’ cm3 sec-1(44). However, it is clear from eclipse determinations that a high value for the ionospheric recombination coefficient must be taken since
there is solar emission during totality.
The night-time conditions should give a value of the recombination coefficient in the
E-and FI-regions. If values of the order of 2 x 10-scm3 set-l, such as reported by Titheridge(
are accepted for night-time conditions, they should represent the recombination coefficient
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of the predominant ion. However, it is not yet clear what the exact vertical distribution of
electrons is in the night-time E- and F&layers. If there is a peak in the E-layer due to
meteor ions, the analysis of the normal recombination is perturbed. If the electron concentration at ionosphere sunset is R,,~its value Q& after t set is given by

Thus, after 4 x 104 set, the following values are obtained:
%(cm” set-l) = 2.5 x 1W7 2.5 x 1O-8 25 x lO-e 2.5 x 10-l*
(n,),(cm-3)

I

lo2

103

104

105

n,,,(cm-3)

>

IO3

104

106

10s

Electron concentrations of the order of 109cm-s below the F2-region require an electron
recombination coefficient of the order of 2-5 x 1O-8cm3 set-l for a predominant ion such
as NO+, or the presence of meteor ions with radiative recombination coefficients. A value of
CIreaching lo-’ cm3 set-l cannot result in more than 2.5 x lo2 electrons at the end of the
night. Nevertheless, types of Es ionization could modify the analysis since ion behavior is
different according to the nature of the ions. For example, meteor ions and nitric oxide are
not subject to resonance charge transfer as is the case for O,+, Of and Na+, and their redistributions in the presence of the Earth’s magnetic field are different. There is also the
problem of the recombination coefficient changing with time due to its dependence on
electronic and ionic temperatures. In any event, it must be remembered that the electron-ion
coflision frequency decreases with temperature (CCT3i2) and that the normal tendency of the
temperature dependence of aD, therefore, should be, in a complicated way, to decrease
with increasing temperatures.
5. IWGATIW IONS
The reactions in which negative ions are involved are important in the D-region and
must be added to the preceding reactions. The mutual neutralization reaction between
positive and negative molecular ions such as
a,; XY++O~---+cX+Y)+Oz

(25)

will add to the dissociative recombination a(XY) an additional term ail where 1 is the ratio
of negative ion and electron concentrations for equilibrium conditions. In the same way
a$; O++O-+O+O

(26)

could be considered in a certain ionospheric region. The rate coefficients of reactions such
as (25) and (26) are not accurately known(M); values between lo-’ and lo-8 cm3 see-l are
possible.
The introduction of negative ions in the D-region certainly depends on the three-body
attachment
a@&); 02+0S+e-+02-+02
(27)
for which Chanin, Phelps and Biondi t4’f have obtained an experimental value of the order
of 2.3 x lo-” cm6 se+ for low atmospheric temperatures. For atomic oxygen, radiative
attachment is an essential process
a(0);

o+e+o-+hv

(28)
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for which an attachment coefficient of the order of 1.3 x lo-l5 cm3 se& has been deduced
from the photodetachment
cross-section measured by Branscomb, Burch, Smith and
Geltman(‘@).
For such negative ions, photodetachment by solar radiation leads to a photodetachment
d(O-) = 1.4 se&

(29)

using experimental data obtained by Branscomb et a&(@)while d(Os-) is about 10 times
smaller than (29). Photodetac~ent
is the principal loss process for negative ions in a sunlit
atmosphere while mutual neutralization is important in the night-time D-region. It should
be noted that ions such as O+ do not exist at low altitudes due to ion-atom interchange
reactions. Furthermore, O,+ is involved in an ion-atom interchange reaction leading to
NO+. Thus, the positive ions in (25) must be the molecular ions O$ and NO+.
In the lower night-time D-region, atomic oxygen is excluded from collisional detachment
of a negative ion because it disappears via ozone formation. Negative ions such as OH-,
0, and NO,-, for which higher affinities exist, depend on the behavior of O,- and may be
considered as playing a role during twilight conditions. In other words, their concentrations
are related to n(O,-) for night-time conditions through reactions which generally involve
atoms. For example, pl(03-)/n(O,-) depends on PI(O),n(NO%-)/n(O,-) depends on n(N); i.e
on atoms which are not important in the lower D-region after sunset.
Charge transfer processes should be considered. For example, the OH ion under the
same conditions should increase since a charge transfer such as OH + O,- -+ OH- + 0,
will not be compensated by collisional detachment with atomic hydrogen, H, which is
unimportant where OH can play a role. Finally, all reactions leading to NO-, an ion
having a high affinity (greater than 3.8 eV according to Currant*9)) should be studied.
For other conditions, the processes of associative detachment discussed by Dalgarno(~~,
i.e.
O-+O+O,+e
(30)
O,-+O+O,+e

(31)

are certainly the most important processes for collisional detachment. Thus, even for nighttime conditions, negative ions are important only in the _&region, and it is difhcult to find
adequate processes to introduce negative ions in the E-layer.
6. ANALYSIS OF IONOSPHERIC RElACTIONS
(1) General conditions

All processes (1) to (24) (after neglecting the effect of negative ions) must be considered
in order to determine the essential reactions in the ionosphere. The scheme of Fig. 1 gives a
general idea of the relationships between the various processes. From this, it is clear that
only NO+ can be considered as disappearing by dissociative recombination alone, O$ and
Nz+ concentrations are affected by ion-atom interchange reactions (ra and y,) and by charge
transfer processes (ys and 7s) respectively. O+ is transformed into molecular ions by ion-atom
interchange reactions (yl--yJ. Its transformation into NO+ is due to reactions with N,
and NO (yl and r3) and into O,+ by 0% and NO (yz and ~a>. However, 0” production is
increased by the charge transfer process between atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen ions
(7s). The ratio n+(OJ/n+(NO) is not independent of reactions leading to Os+ or NO+ since
O,+ may transform into NO+ by ion-interchange reactions (y7 and ?/e).
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l3G.l. IoNos~Ii~RmzREACTIONS. PHOTOI~NI~ATION WITH RATE COEFFICIENT I, DISS~CIATIW
RECOMRINATION WITH COEFFICIENT c(,CHARGE TRANSPER OR ION-ATOM INTRRCHANGB WITH
COEFFICIENTS.

(2) Equilibrium conditions

In order to determine the relative importance of reaction (1) to (24), ionization equations
are first considered for steady state conditions. They may be written as follows
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
n+(NO) = -

aWOk.

n+(O)[w(NJ

x h~,n(N) + r,4N31

+

wW91 + n+P,)
\

+ ~+(Wbw(O,)

+ y,n(NO)l + n(NO)I(NO) .
1

(36)
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In the denominator of (32) the process Nz+ + NO -+ NO+ + Ns has not been
introduced, since the concentration of nitric oxide is only a fraction of that of molecular
oxygen, According to Nicolet’s formula (ml, adapted to recent rate coefficient,
n(N0) = n(0,) x 10-l c-“~

(37)
which shows that n(N0) is always a small fraction of n(0,). With diffusion conditions for
nitric oxide, n(N0) and n(0.J decrease with height at almost at the same rate since M(N0) =
30 and M(Od = 32, and the ratio ~(NO)~~(O~) almost corresponds to the ratio fixed by
photo-equilibrium conditions at the lower boundary of the diffusion region.
On the other hand, reactions (14) and (15), which would lead directly to NO+, are not
considered since (8) and (9) are more effective processes. However, a special remark must
be made here on the problem of nitric oxide, since Danilov claimed that the relation (37)
cannot be accepted. His arguments are based on the assumption that molecular oxygen is
strongly dissociated at 150-160 km altitudef51). In fact, he assumed the following
equilibrium :
where the rate coefficient uo of the dissociative recombination is lOA cm* set-l, while the
rate coefficient y for a radiative association of O,+ is about 5 x lo-l1 cm3 set-l. Such a
value is much too great for a radiative association (52f; by a factor of 105-106, With 5 x lo-l1
cm3 set-l, we obtain
1 &z+(o)
--2 5 x lo-l1 E(0)
nf(0)
dt
and we find that, for n(0) 2 10’ cm-3, a time shorter than 104 set would reduce the sunset
concentration to less than 1 per cent. For example, no night-time ionosphere at 300-350
km, where n(O) = 5 x IO*cm*, can exist after a few hundred seconds. In order to maintain
the observed ion concentration, a night-time production of more than 1000 ions cm-3 se@
should be required at all latitudes. The same remark must be applied to the dissociation of
nitrogen. Danilov cb2)introduces also the reaction
N+N+N2+hv
with a rate coefficient of the order of 3 x lo-l1 cm3 se& which is too great by a factor of
several hundred thousands.
In fact, the problem must be considered as follows. The extent to which molecular
oxygen is dissociated depends on the importance of the loss processes (2), in addition to
normal photodissociation J(0,) compared with vertical transport, w, by diffusion. A
continuity equation such as

wo2l _ 4~(wJ4
dt

dz

- 402W(O2)
+ y2a+(o)l,

since J(Oa > 10s6 se& with the use of ye I lo-l2 cm3 se&, shows that the diffusion
distribution of molecular oxygen represents, in a first approximation, the vertical distribution
of that molecule. The disappearance of molecular oxygen in the F2-region as claimed by
Danilov should lead to such a strong departure from diffusive equilibrium distribution,
that an upward vertical flow of 0, molecules is immediately supported by diffusion. It can
easily reach more than 10n molecules cm-2 ~ec-~ at 150 km and remains greater than 10ro
molecules cm-* se& at 250 km. Thus, there is no difficulty in relating the dissociation of
nitrogen to the vertical distribution of molecular oxygen.
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fact, atomic nitrogen reacts with 0, according to the process
N+02+NO+0

for which the rate coefficient bl can be written
6, = 1.5 x ~()-13~"/2e-30GWP
showing the strong effect of the temperature. An important loss process for atomic nitrogen
occurs in the R-region where the temperature is high and where there is still a sufficient
number of 0, molecules. Furthermore, nitric oxide reacts easily with N according to
N+NO+N,+O
for which a rate coefficient b, may be written
b2 = l-5 x 10-12T1’2,

with practically no activation energy. In chemical equilib~um, (37) represents, therefore,
the exact conditions. Thus, the mechanism of atomic nitrogen recombination and that of the
formation of O,+ ions proposed by Danilov cannot be accepted since they are based on
the assumption that radiative associations have rate coefficients of the order of lo-l1 cm3
SeC--1.
It follows from the preceding remarks that an adequate approximation
for (32) to (36)
is introduced by neglecting reactions (3), (4), (11) and (13) in that &NO) < yr?(O,) or
VW.
In all the ionization equations (32) to (36) there is competition between reactions
depending on the neutral constituent concentrations. A simple way to investigate the various
effects is to introduce numerical factors having all possible values between 0 and 1. They
are: (a) for loss of atomic oxygen ions
72402)

A=
rM2)

+

(38)
~26Q

I -

;

A

=

w(N2)

+

r2402)

'

(b) for production of atomic oxygen ions,
Y*n(O2)

l-B=

(39)

ran(O) + ran(Oc3 *
(c) for loss of molecular nitrogen ions,
Y&&02) +

02h

C=

a(N~n,+y3n(O)+y3ntO2)

’ -

'

’

=

4Wn,

+

ysw3

Y2n(Oz) +

y&O,) ’

WI

(d) for Ioss of molecular oxygen ions,
402h

D=
402h

+

~0)

l--D=
+

y,n(W

'

Y&N) + y,ntN2)
a(O&, + y&N) + ydW

’

(41)

(3) Molecular nitrogen ion
The ion Ne+ is a minor constituent in the ionosphere,
even if its production by
ultraviolet radiation n(N2)I(Ns) = q(N2) is important. Equation (32) becomes, after making
the approximations justified before,
q(N&
’ n+(N2) =
(42)
4N2h

+ Y~O)

+

y&02)
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showing that various loss processes dominate depending on the latitude involved. It must
be pointed out here that Danilov fs7)has introduced a concept which cannot be accepted.
Instead of using the charge transfer or ion-atom interchange (10)

he considered the opposite endothermic reaction
N++N,-+N,i-+N-

I-03eV

with a rate coefficient of the order of IO-l1 cm3 see-l.
It is not permissible to ignore an exothermic reaction when the opposite endothermic
reaction is used, even if the ratio of the Ns+ and N* concentrations that Danilovt”) obtained
agrees with the observed values. The reasoning is incorrect and the numerical values used
are wrong. The relative concentration of NZ+ in the E-layer is very small, but its bands are
observed in the twilight airglow, even though the night-time intensity is very low (I 5 x I@
photons crnw2 se&) during quiet magnetic conditions The twilight observations must be
explained by a fluorescence effect of solar radiation on N2+ ions which are present in the
FZ-region. The mid-day production of Ns+ is due to solar radiation of il < 796 A which are
absorbed in the FI-region; X-rays of 2 < 10 A are absorbed in the E-layer; X-rays shorter
than 10 A are absorbed in the B-region, and cosmic rays ionize N, in the lower part of the
D-region(28). There is, therefore, a production of N,+ ions in the whole ionosphere, i.e.
where the electron concentration varies from IO2 cm-3 to lo6 cme3. In other words, the
first term in the denominator of (42) corresponding to dissociative recombination is not
always the most important term; N2+ can be transformed, before dissociative re~mbination
by charge transfer process (8) and (9) involving 0+ and Osf, respectively. Thus the
ionization equation (42) becomes, by using (40),
(43a)
n+(N$

= (1 - C)q(W

(43’3

in which 0 I C I 1 increases with height. With electron concentrations of the order of 108
cm-3, i.e. in the F2-layer, the lifetime of Ns+ is very short since it depends on an exponential
term approximately as follows
&(N2)

z

q,+(N2)e-u(Ndnet + - dN2)

a(N&,

[I

_

e-“(N&,t

1

leading to
tiNs+) = lMN&,

(451

namely a few hundred seconds as a maximum lifetime.
Thus, photoequilibrium represents the ionization conditions for Ns+. Nevertheless,
an exact analysis of aeronomic data is difficult since a determination of the factor C in
equation (43a) is needed. An aeronomic determination cannot lead to a precise knowledge
of rate coefficients for which experimental data are still lacking. Since the theoretical
analysis shows that there must be a transformation of N2+ into O,+ in the D-region, and into
O+ up to the F-region, it is shown under which conditions charge transfer processes (8) and
(9) should dominate.
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Let us take 5 x 1OYcm8 set-l as a working (maximum) value for a(N& In the D-region
f6Q-80 km), ~~~~ 2 G+*E$when
n{&J = lOI

= 10r4 cm-s

a(N,)n, = 5 x 10Sb’*) = 5 x IO-* s~c-~
75

2

2 10-l’ cm3 sei+ L

lo-l9

Such v&m of 1ys,~r~~~~~~~
to charge fmnsfer God-s~tio~s less than lO+s cm” show
that there is no problem in considering the transformation of Nz+ into a2+ in the D-region.
In addition, the following charge transfer process can be adopted for argon

A++Nz-*Nz++A
and thus the ionospheric seditions resrilting from the ionization of the principal atmospheric constituent by cosmic rays and by X-rays lead to molecular oxygen ions.
As far as the E-region (100-120 km) is concerned, the same analysis for C&and 0 gives
n(0& n(O) = 10la I= loll crnea
cr(N&, = 5 x lo-” se+

The small amount of Ss+ in the E-region cannot be justified if only dissociative recombination is involved. It can be justified if the rate coefficients ys or ye reach values of
the order of lCP1s cm3 set-z , i.e. a charge transfer cross-section of the order of 5 x 10-l*
ems corresponding to l~lQO0 times a resonance charge transfer. Without increasing the
preceding value of ys in the Region, a decreaw with tem~rature
of the dissociative
combination
coefficient must be in~odu~.
With, for example, x(Nd = 5 x HP ems
se+, the following conditions are obtained for the &region :
Altitude
40>

150

300

E= 10’0 =: 109

500 km
=l@cm-s

ol(lV& = 10-s = 5 x UP = l@-s see-~
7%

2 lo--l2 ;r lo-lz 2 10V1 cme se+.

Thus, if the charge transfer process (8) has a rate coefficient of the order of 10-l* cm3 set-r
an additional production of atomic oxygen ions results from. the general photo-ionization of
molecular nitrogen. Bearing in mind that the pr~~ctio~ rate of Na+ is ~~ortant in the
FI-layer, it is clear that the ~rod~~ion of Ui- should be increased as compared with its
direct production by photoionization of atomic oxygen. The transformation of Nz+ into
0+ is a process different from an ion-atom imerchange reaction leading to NO+ indicating
that the role played by N2f in the E and FZ-layers does not carrespond to that which Norton,
Van Zandt and RenisorP assumed.
From the present analysis of reactions involving Nz+ ions, it appears that NS+ concentrations are not directly related to the nature of other ions but to the presence of electrons
and the concentrations of neutral constituentsS In addition, Ns+ may always be considered
as essentially being in photoionization equilibrium in all ionospheric layers.
* Ionic recombination is negltx%edhere; its effect is small at 80 km.
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(4) Atomic nitrogen ion
Atomic nitrogen is a minor constituent(50) and its ion, N+, exists only above the R-layer,
being a certain fraction of Of( < 10%) in the F2-layer (=). The N+ concentration is given
essentially by the following approximation of (33)
n+(N)

=

nW2P2(N)
+ nUW(N + yldz+WJl
y12n(OJ

(46)

The principal loss process of N+ occurs by ion-atom interchange reactions with O2 which
apparently is very rapid. According to laboratory measurements made by Fite et uL(~*) a
tentative value for the rate coefficient ylZ should be of the order of 5 x lo-lo cm3 se&.
Even if such an experimental value is not precise, equation (46) shows that the absence of
N+ ions in the low ionosphere can be easily justified.
The first process of N+ production is due to the dissociative photoionization of molecular nitrogen and requires the effect of solar radiation of il < 510 A. According to Weissler
et ul.@), the ionization cross-section of the process
Ns + hv(A < 510 A) + N+(3P) + N(4S)

(47)

is of the order of lo-l0 cm2, i.e. about 100 times less than the ionization cross-section leading
to N2+. Since the ratio of molecular and atomic nitrogen concentrations n(NJ/n(N) is
much greater than 100 at normal ionospheric levels, the ionization rate for atomic nitrogen
at il < 510 A is due to the dissociative photoionization of N,. In fact, since the optical
depth for 3, < 800 A depends on molecular nitrogen absorption, there is only the narrow
spectral range between 850 and 800 A, which leads to a direct photoionization of N completely independent of N,. Thus, using (43b), (46) is written as follows
n+O

=

q(N)+

YIG

Ml

- CMN2)lbo40)+
y12n(02)

yon(031

(48)

or, by the generally adequate approximation,
(49)
When the optical depth becomes small enough (above the Fl-peak) the N+ concentration
after a rapid increase, should be
n+(N) K 12Nh12
PO
i.e. almost proportional to the ratio of rate coefficients since the variation of n(NJn(0,)
increases slowly with height.
From considerations of observational data obtained by Istomin(sQ, it appears that
n+(N) is not less than lo4 cm-3 above the F2-peak and can be obtained from an equation
such as (49). At sufficiently high altitudes, the lifetime of N+ ions, is however, very long,
since
T(N+) = l/y12n(O&
(51)
and (49) should only be used to determine the ion concentration for boundary conditions
of the diffusive distribution above the F2-peak. Also note that reaction (12) does not play
a major role in creating NO+, since reaction (1) involving 0+ and N, is, in fact, the essential
process. From the present analysis it appears that the N, concentration is not directly
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related to the presence of other ions but essentially to molecular oxygen. Thus, it can be
neglected when the ionization conditions for all other ions are studied. Furthermore, the
endothermic reaction N+ + N, 3 N;f + N used by Danilov(s7) must be rejected since the
interchange process transforming the molecular ion Ns+ into the atomic ion N+ is an
exothermic reaction.
(5) Atomic oxygen ions
The principal reactions in which 0+ is involved lead to the following simp~fi~tion
equation (34) for photoionization equ~b~um,

of

q(O)+ n+Nhw(O)

n+(“)eq
= yln(N3) + y3n(03) *
The loss of 0+ ions by the associative process
O++o-to,+kY
with a rate coefficient certainly less than 1O-16cm3 see-l is, of course, ignored in the presence
of ion atom interchange reactions (1) and (2). The production of O+ ions by the endothermic

reaction
Oa++N+NO+O+-O*lSeV
is not considered, since it cannot play an important role compared with other production
sources.
With (39) and (43b), the steady state value (52a) becomes
ri+(o)
=I

= 4(O) + B(l - C)q(%)
Y&N& + rzn(Oz)

(=b)

inwhich
IB I 1.
In the lower ionosphere B and C decrease to very small values while they increase with
height in the F-region. The maximum effect for an additional production of O+ ions should
occur for B = 1 and C = 0. Such conditions are never reached but are best approached in
the FI-layer. Thus, there is a contribution to the direct photoionization of atomic oxygen
by the effect of photoio~zation of molecular nitrogen leading to an important production
of the O+ ion. At altitudes corresponding to the E-layer, ion-atom interchange reactions
(1) and (2) are important enough to transform 0+ ions into NO+ and, O,+. If approximate
ionization equilibrium can be retained for daytime conditions in the FZ-layer according
to ionospheric observations, they must be rejected for the F2-layer. Daytime and night-time
conditions for FI- and F2-layers clearly show that the loss coefficient
becomes small so that
n+(o) = n+(0),=,e--B(z)6 + n+(O) = [l - e-~(z6)].

(54)

In other words, the low electronic concentration in the F&layer for night-time conditions
mean that the principal loss processes (1) and (2) for atomic oxygen ions are large, and that
steady state conditions can be used for daytime conditions. In the FZ-layer, the night-time
concentration of 0+ ions is such that the steady state is far from being an adequate approximation for real conditions, which depend on diffusion processes. In fact, it is well known
that diffusion leads to the F2-peak and is active above it, so that photoequilibrium cannot be
applied in that region.
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From the analysis of ionospheric conditions by Danilov(67) and Ivanov-Kholodny(2),
high values of y of not less than 10-11 cm3 see-l are deduced since /l(z) is at least 10”’ se&
and lo-5 set-l at 500 km and 300 km, respectively. All other results which have been
obtained, however, lead to values less than lo4 set-l at 300 km. For example, /?(300 km) =
is the largest value which is obtained for day6.8 x 1O-4sec.-l given by Van Zandt et uZ.(~~)
time conditions near sunspot maximum. A low value p(300 km) = lo4 see-l is deduced by
A recent analysis made by Nisbet and QuinrP
Ratcliffe et CZZ.@“)
for night-time data.
leads to even smaller values for night-time data which must correspond to low temperatures
of the thermopause.
It is clear, therefore, that equilibrium conditions cannot represent real conditions if
Equations (53) and (54) show that from such observational
p(z) = yn I lo-4 se+.
results y cannot reach lo-l1 cm3 sec- l. A maximum average value should be y < lo-l2
cm3 see-l. Furthermore, it is necessary to know the exact ratio y1/y2 in order to distinguish
between the ion-atom interchange reactions of 0+ with N2 and 0,. It is not possible to
obtain exact aeronomic conditions without knowing the ratio ~1n(N2)/r2n(03. Again an
apparent interpretation of ionospheric behavior may be given with an arbitrary hypothesis
since very many parameters are involved for which accurate values are as yet unknown.
(6) Molecular ions O$ and NO+
Mass-spectrometric measurements(55J’6~62),show that O,+ and NO+ are the principal
ions in the E-layer and that O+ becomes important only in the FZ-layer. Equilibrium
conditions may be considered as a very good approximation to study the general behavior
of molecular ions in a sunlit atmosphere, since they disappear via dissociative recombination.
Again neglecting reactions with NO, (35) and (36) are written as follows
n+(NO){a(NO)n,} = q(NO) + [l - 4bv(N2)

+ r2WQl~+(~>
+ bv(N)

~+(02)b@Jn,

+ ~249

+ wW2))

= qQ.I + Ny,W2)
t-U -

+ r,WJl~+(o2)

(55)

+ r2402)lfi+(o>

~lh,~(O)

+ ren(o,)ln+(W

(56)

It should again be made clear that we do not introduce, in the presence of the ion-atom
interchange (2),
o++o,+o,++o
(5)
or the production of molecular oxygen by the radiative association
o++O-+o,++hv
introduced by DaniloPl) since the rate coefficient he has used, i.e. 5 x lo-r1 cm3 set-l, is
too great by a factor of about 10s. Equations (55) and (56) show how n+(NO) and n+(O,)
are related to the same loss reactions of atomic oxygen ions. An exact knowledge of the
factor A defined by (38) is first required. But the ratio n+(NO)/n+(O.J is subject to the effect
of reactions (6) and (7) leading to a transformation of O,+ into NO+. Equation (55) leads to
n+WO)
n+(o2)

r w(N)

+ r,nW2>
a(NOh,

’

(57)

In the E-region, where n, = lo5 cm-3 and n(N& = 1013to lOI2 cm-3, a value y, 2 10-l”
ems set-1 leads to n+(NO) > n+(O& if a(N0) = lo-’ to lo-* cm3 set-r. Thus, if one
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assumes that the cross-section Q(0, + - N,) can reach lo-so cm2, there is a transformation
of ions O,+ into NO+ at the bottom of the E-layer. Such a value of y, would lead to a complete transformation of all ions into NO+ in the D-region, since N2+ can also be transformed
into O,+ according to charge transfer process (9).
There is, therefore, an important problem to be resolved before determining the exact
behavior of the D-region and lower E-layer. All mass-spectrometric observations, except
perhaps during disturbed conditions, seem to show an increase of NO+ compared with O,+
toward low altitudes. In addition, reaction (6) involving nitrogen atoms should be considered
as a process transforming O$ into NO+ since atomic nitrogen reaches its maximum concentration in the E-layeru’@. A high, but not impossible value of 7s is required. As far as
the reaction O,+ + NO -+ NO+ 0, is concerned, it should not be compared with (6)
since n(N0) is a very small fraction of n(N) in the E-layer according to equation (37).
In any case, the present analysis shows that the behavior of the lower ionosphere cannot
be studied by ignoring the possible effect of reactions (6) and (7).
Above a certain altitude, it is clear that O+ is more important than O,+ in the production
of the NO+ ion. Equation (55) leads to
(58)
which becomes, where n+(O) crl n,.
n+(NO) 2 y&NJa(NO).

(59)

Equations (58) and (59) should be applied to the Fl- and F2-layers, respectively; the NO+
production essentially depends on the ion-atom interchange reaction (1).
Analysis of (56) shows that the direct production of O$ ions by photoionization is an
important process since all solar radiation of il -=c1026 A is involved. But the final concentration n+(O,) is related to the effect of its transformation into NO+ by reactions (6) and
(7). Above a certain altitude, (56) leads to
n+(C),) > ~2W2) + q(o,)/~+(o)
n+(o) 4&h

(60)

which becomes, where n+(O) ‘u it,,
4(02)

nf(Os) 2 ~
a(O&P

+ Y2402)

(611,

_’

Equations (60) and (61) should be applied to the Fl- and F2-layers, respectively; O,+
production depends on the ion-atom interchange reaction (2) together with direct photoionization.
The general ionization equations (55) and (56) can be written, using equilibrium conditions (43b) and (52b),
n+CNO)MNO)n,} = q(NO) + [1 - Alq(O) + 11-

CIP - ABlq(N,)
+

nf(02)b,4N>

+ w(N2)l

(62)

w(Wl.

(63)

and
n+(Os)k(Os)n,} = q(Oa) + MO)

+ [l - Cl[l - (B -

-

Olq(W
n+(o2)bw(N)

+
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This analysis shows that, in the D-region, the last term of the second member of equation
(62) and (63) cannot be neglected when reactions (6) and (7) are involved. If the crosssection for reaction (7) reaches 1O-2ocm2, it may even play a role in the lower E-layer. When
the transformation of O,+ into NO+ can be ignored, it is clear from (62) and (63) that
atmospheric conditions are- simplified, since then one can write
n+(NO){a(NO)nJ

= tl -

4q(O) + 11- CIP - ABlq(NJ +

qW)

(64)

and
n+(O&~a(O&J

= -%(O) + [l -

CIU - (B - WlqW& + q(W.

W-4

Application of (64) and (65a) in the R-layer requires the knowledge of a large number of
parameters. Numerous experimental and aeronomic data are needed before the whole
ionosphere will be susceptible to explanation even under photo-equilibrium conditions.
Note again that the conditions in the lower E-layer or upper D-region should not be studied
by using an equation such as (65a) but, with (63) and (41), by
~+(OJ{~(O&>

= D@q(O) + [l -

Cl11-_(B - Olq(NJ

+ q(W)

(65b)

with A, B, C and D between 0 and 1. Factor D may be small in the lower ionosphere and
certainly reach unity in the F1-layer, C is small in the E-layer but does not reach unity in the
FI-layer while B has its smallest value in the lower part of the ionosphere but increases with
height; particularly in the diffusion region. A should decrease with height since n(OJn(Nz>
decreases in the diffusion region.
In conclusion, the five equations (43), (48), (52), (62) and (65) show how each ion is
related to the various productions q(N&, q(O), q(O,), q(N0) and q(N). Any aeronomic
analysis must deal with the vertical distribution of the various factors A, B, C and D. An
exact knowledge of these factors requires a precise determination of the rate coefficients of
reactions (1) and (2), (8) and (9), (6) and (7) and (12) with that of the recombination
coefficients a(NJ, ~(0,) and ct(NO), i.e. the knowledge of at least 10 parameters when the
vertical distribution of neutral constituents (N,, 0,, 0 and NO) with their ionization and
absorption rate coefficients is perfectly known along with the solar flux. Since temperature
effects are also important, it is clear that only approximate solutions can be obtained. Some
simplification may be introduced when a specific ionospheric region is considered as shown
in the analysis of the theoretical behavior of each ion. Nevertheless, the general complexity of equations (43) to (65) demonstrates that contradictory conclusions can be reached
when a parameter is not well chosen. More in situ observations, particularly of ion densities
are needed before sufficient aeronomic data will be available to determine rate coefficients
of reactions yet unknown from laboratory measurements.
(7) Hydrogen and helium ions
It is not the purpose of this work to discuss the behavior of H+ and He+ ions which play
an important role above the F2-peak where diffusion controls the electron and ion densities.
However, it may be pointed out that charge transfer processes give the basic conditionP).
At sufficiently low altitudes, the photoionization of H is less important than the charge
transfer H + Of + H+ + 0. For atomic hydrogen ions, the steady state is given by
n+(H)
9 n(H)
=-_
n+(O)
8 n(0)

(66)
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where the ratio 9/8 is the ratio of products of statistical weights considering
H+O++H++O

(67)

as the essential process. In the lower ionosphere, n(H)/n(O) is small, less than 1O-5, and
since n+(O) < n, the concentration of atomic hydrogen ions is very small in the thermosphere. Above the F2-peak, the ratio n(H)/n(O) increases and n+(O) ‘v n,. At high temperatures of the order of 2000°K n(H)/n(O) is still of the order of 1O-5,and n+(H) is less than 10
cm-3. However, the ratio n(H)/n(O) is very sensitive to the temperature; it reaches, at
500 km, about 1O-3for T = 1000°K and increases up to more than 10-l at 700”K.@Q It is,
therefore, clear that H+ becomes an important ion near 1000 km when the temperature
decreases to about 1000°K.
For helium ions, boundary conditions for the diffusive region are subject to the effect of
its ionization by ultraviolet radiation. It will play an important role, when the temperature
is sufficiently high (T > 1000°K), only in the diffusive region and will remain a minor ion in
normal ionospheric layers.
The quantitative effects of charge transfer above the F2-peak are unknown as yet so
that the ratio n+(He)/nf(O), in the region where n+(O) > n+(He), is uncertain. Similarly,
the ratio &O/n+(O) which depends on reaction (12) in the E-F layers may also be affected
by the charge transfer process
N++O

and (or)

-+O++N

N++O,+O$+N.

(68)

(69)

The formula
n+(N) =

W,)W,)
Yseev + YssnW

(70)

may define the lower boundary conditions for n+(N) better than equation (46) in the diffusion
region where n+(N)/n+(O) I 0.1. No rate coefficients for these processes are available.
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Petmw-CnenaH

0611&t aHann noaoc@epabxx ycnossiii B CBRBH c B~~MOH~H~IMEI
~o~BbIMupeaKq~a~~,11MeHJ4~1~a~ecTonaTMoc~epe.
nonyreHHbIeAannareopa3nH9ablx napanseTpax,KaKHanpmfep
~~oYI~B~~cTB~M.~~K~M~HH~~~~RPOHOB,~~K~~~IB~~T,
4~0 Keo6xoA~~o rweTb Towfoe 3aaKHe 0 ~neKT~a~~HoM
pacnpe~e~eKEE
conHegKor0
~3~yqeK~~
0 Apyrsfe 3Kc~ep~Me~a~H~e
0npe~e~eHu~
~~ceo~~a~~H~x
peeowBmiaqnii.
nOAsepKHB3IOT HOHHyIO CJIOmHOCTb noHoc@epbI onziczunferdpllex3.Hrf8rda
peaaqzill
MeHcAy o+EI I/I+HMOJIeKyJIaMH &,O,,K~o.
nOBeAeHIleMOJleKy~SpHMXHOHOB&iZ+,
O,+ II IiO+ 3aBHCIIT OT I'pyIKlbIO#fOBpeMeHHbIX IIpOqeCCOB, BKJIIOYaioIf&HX
B cebe
3ap~~OO6~eH~
If B33.KMHE.W 06M3H~
llOHOB IS aTOMOB, KOTOPMe
SiBJlffIOTCE6onee
BaHEHblMEf YeM ,QElCCOiJHaTHBHblepeKOM6EIHeIJYIEI. ~IPHB~ART npxMep
~bwo~froro
pacnpe~e~eHzfRu0~0~
paccyHc~e~~e~oT~ocuTenb~oltl~a~KocT~pa3~bIxKo3~QII~q~eeTOB IIOTepb B 06JIacTsx A, E PI F. IloKaawo, YT~ MoneKynfipHbIe a3oTHbIe HOH~~
iIOJ&YHHZSOTCRBaZHHbIM npoqeccaM ~epeBoca3ap~~a,~~~o~o~~~~Bcer~aKoKe~K~e
KOTOpbIe yH~TO~a~TC~
TOJIbKO ~~CCO~~aT~BHO~
peKo~6~Ha~~e~.
npo~*~,
KpOMe TOl'O, qeJIOe IipOM3BOACTBO HOROB aTOMapHoW
KElCJIOpOAa CBJ%3;1HoC GOTOHowlrsaqnei taoneKynspnor0 a3oTa. AaIoT TO)Ke HeKOTOpbIe _II$HHMe 0 BOBMOXEHhIX
aHOMaJIHRX B COOTHOIIIeHHB IUIOTHOCTM o,+ II no+
B HHmHe&
IfOHOCt$J@Ie. n3-3a
He~O~TaT~a~OCT3TO~HO~3~C~e~MMeHT~~b~O~~H~O~~a~~~
3aHo. a0 ~omhtt aRam
~o~o~~~~oro
~03e~eH~~

06 VrORHbIXlIpO~eCCaXIlOKtta0cTaeTcIf BecbMac~~H~e~bH~,

